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SELECTION BASED ON QUALIFICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS FOR 2 PLACES (2 GRANTS) 

 

(*) 2 grants funded by Università degli Studi di Genova, the annual gross amount of the grant, 

including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 

 

Course 

LAW 

 

CURRICULUM 

Philosophy of law and history of legal culture (9866) 

 

Surname Name Pts 
1. RELAC SVAN 86 /100 
2. CABRERA FERNÁNDEZ MARTA (withdrawn)* 82 /100 
3. SANDOVAL ISLAS MARIO ARMANDO 81 /100 
4. BURITICA ARANGO ESTEBAN DAVID 80 /100 
5. MENDOZA FABIAN 79 /100 
6. BOICELLI SARA 77 /100 
7. CASELLI CAMILLA 76 /100 
8. FERRO VIRGINIA 75 /100 

9. MOLFETTA ANDREA 74 /100 
10. FIORE SOFIA 73 /100 

11. SIMEONE ETTORE 72 /100 

12. LATELLA DAVIDE 71 /100 

13. TAHIREEN ULFAT 70 /100 

 

The following candidates are declared winners of the public exam and can still enroll 

conditionally to further verification of requirements: 

 

With grant: 
SANDOVAL ISLAS MARIO ARMANDO (enrolment from 2023/10/06 to 2023/10/09) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Letter of withdrawal from the Ph.D. position received on 5 October 2023 
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SELECTION BASED ON QUALIFICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS AND AN INTERVIEW FOR 18 

PLACES (18 GRANTS)  

 

(*) 7 grants funded by Università degli Studi di Genova, the annual gross amount of the grant, 

including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 

(*) 4 grants funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (within Ricerca PNRR), under condition to the 

approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of the grant, including social security 

expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP D32B23001310006) 

(*) 2 grants funded by INFN, the annual gross amount of the grant, including social security expenses 

to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 

(*) 5 grants funded by IIT, the annual gross amount of the grant, including social security expenses 

to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 

 

Course 

PHYSICS AND NANOSCIENCES 

 

CURRICULUM 

Physics (9884) 

  

Surname Name Pts 
1. CAMPAILLA GIULIA 117,6 /120 

2. GHIZZO SIMON 117,4 /120 

3. MARCONI MARTINA 117 /120 

4. RONGEN JONAS LUDOVICO 116,8 /120 

5. TROISI FRANCESCO 116,2 /120 

6. ROSSO ALESSANDRO 115,8 /120 

7. SPOTORNO EMMA 114,5 /120 

8. DELLACASAGRANDE ALESSIO 114 /120 

9. GRAZI RICCARDO 113,5 /120 

10. DELLEPIANE STEFANO 113 /120 

11. BOCCARDO LUCREZIA 112,5 /120 

12. D'ANDREA MICHELE 112 /120 

13. PICCARI LORENZO 111 /120 

14. ZAIO ALESSANDRO 110,5 /120 

15. REPETTO SILVIA 110 /120 

16. REMESAN SREEKALA ARAVIND 109,5 /120 

17. BERTORELLO ALESSANDRA 109 /120 

18. DELUCCHI GAIA 108,5 /120 

19. BROSIO GIORGIA 108 /120 

20. LAOUZI CHAIMAE 105 /120 

21. BALDI ILARIA MICOL 104,5 /120 

22. LAMPANI MARGHERITA 104 /120 

23. VILLACOB HERNANDEZ ANDRES FELIPE 103 /120 

24. FINOCCHIARO SARA 102,5 /120 

25. DAMONTE ANDREA 102 /120 

26. IMPAVIDO RICCARDO 101,5 /120 

27. MORETTI TOMMASO 101 /120 

28. CHITHIRASREE MADAM MADHAV 100,5 /120 

29. MALAVASI CHRISTIAN 100 /120 

30. IBRAR USMAN 94,5 /120 

31. KHAN MUHAMMAD AMER SAEED 94 /120 

32. BORREANI MARTINA 93 /120 

33. CHENNUBOINA RAJESH 92,5 /120 

34. SAHOO SHUBHAKANTA 92 /120 
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The following candidates are declared winners of the public exam and can still enroll 

conditionally to further verification of requirements: 

 

With grant: 
CHITHIRASREE MADAM MADHAV (enrolment from 2023/10/06 to 2023/10/09) 
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SELECTION BASED ON QUALIFICATIONS/PUBLICATIONS AND AN INTERVIEW FOR 20 

PLACES (20 GRANTS) 

 

1) 1 grant funded by the associated parties (Università degli Studi di Bologna); the annual gross 

amount of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00; 

2) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Chieti, field: Ricerca PNRR), under 

condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of the grant, including 

social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP D32B23001510006); 

3) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Enna Kore, field: Patrimonio 

culturale), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of the 

grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006) 

4) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Genova, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

5) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università dell’Insubria, field: Pubblica 

amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of 

the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

6) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università dell’Insubria, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

7) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Messina, field: Ricerca PNRR), 

under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of the grant, including 

social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP D32B23001510006); 

8) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Messina, field: Ricerca PNRR), 

under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount of the grant, including 

social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP D32B23001510006); 

9) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Milano,  field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

10) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università del Molise, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

11) 1 grant funded by the associated parties (Università degli Studi di Palermo); the annual gross 

amount of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00; 

12) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Perugia, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

13) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Roma La Sapienza, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

14) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Roma La Sapienza, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 
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of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

15) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Roma Tor Vergata,  field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

16) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Siena, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

17) 1 grant funded by the associated parties (Università per stranieri di Siena); the annual gross 

amount of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00; 

18) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Torino, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

19) 1 grant funded within D.M. 118 dated 2.3.2023 (Università di Udine, field: Pubblica 

Amministrazione), under condition to the approval of Ministerial funding; the annual gross amount 

of the grant, including social security expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 (CUP 

D32B23001510006); 

20) 1 grant funded by Fondazione Intesa San Paolo Onlus, under condition of the approval of funding 

by Fondazione Intesa Sanpaolo Onlus; the annual gross amount of the grant, including social security 

expenses to be paid by the recipient, is € 16.500,00 - Research project: “Sport and European 

Citizenship 

 

Project funded by Fondazione Intesa San Paolo Onlus within “Iniziativa dottorati in discipline 

umanistiche 39° Ciclo” not admitted to funding. 

  

Course 

EUROPEAN STUDIES 

 

CURRICULUM 

History of the idea of europe and of european integration (9976) 
 
Surname Name Pts 

1. CAPANNOLI MARGHERITA 115 /120 

2. TODERI DAMIANO 112 /120 

3. BONAFINI ALESSIA 111 /120 

4. COLCERASA MARTA 109 /120 

5. CAPPA ELEONORA 108 /120 

6. RAIMONDI SANTINA EMANUELA 107 /120 

7. RIDOLFO DARIO 101,5 /120 

8. DE PONTE SARA 101 /120 

9. BRUNI MATTIA 100 /120 

SERRATORE LUCA 100 /120 

11. MONTANARI DAVIDE 98 /120 

12. ANGELETTI LEONARDO 97 /120 

13. LILLO MARTINA (withdrawn)* 95 /120 

14. SELIS MICHAEL 90 /120 

TESTA FEDERICO 90 /120 

16. BASILE GIAMMARCO 87 /120 

PERLORCA MIRIANA 87 /120 

PONTE LAURA 87 /120 
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19. MARCIANO FRANCESCA 86 /120 

20. MASSARDO FRANCESCO 85 /120 

21. GARBATO MARTINA 84 /120 

22. ANTONUCCI GIULIO LUIGI 81,5 /120 

23. CAPO CLAUDIO 80 /120 

PENNINO ELEONORA 80 /120 

 

The following candidates are declared winners of the public exam and can still enroll 

conditionally to further verification of requirements: 

 

With grant: 

GARBATO MARTINA Grant # 9 (enrolment from 2023/10/06 to 2023/10/09) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Letter of withdrawal from the Ph.D. position received on 4 October 2023 
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